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1. Do you play any musical instrument? If not, would you like to?
2. Why is it good to learn to play a musical instrument?
3. What musical instruments are unique to your country or culture?

1. _______________________________________ 11. ______________________________________
2. _______________________________________ 12. ______________________________________
3. _______________________________________ 13. ______________________________________
4. _______________________________________ 14. ______________________________________
5. _______________________________________ 15. ______________________________________
6. _______________________________________ 16. ______________________________________
7. _______________________________________ 17. ______________________________________
8. _______________________________________ 18. ______________________________________
9. _______________________________________ 19. ______________________________________
10. ______________________________________ 20. ______________________________________

Activity 1
Discuss the questions with your partner.

Activity 2
Match the pictures and the instruments.

Now listen and guess which instrument is playing!

1.___tambourine

2.___musical triangle

3.___drum set

4.___trumpet

5.___trombone

6.___flute

7.___xylophone

8.___tuba

9.___saxophone

10.___chimes

11.___french horn

12.___harp

13.___violin

14.___clarinet

15.___oboe

16.___cello

17.___double bass

18.___cymbals

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4S3yXtAC9Y
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1. What’s your favourite musical instrument?
2. What musical instrument do you not like the sound of?
3. What is the most unusual musical instrument you know of?
4. What musical instrument looks the most beautiful?
5. Do you prefer electric musical instruments or acoustic?
6. Can any object be a musical instrument if it’s used to make music?
7. What musical instruments from other countries do you love the sound of?
8. What musical instrument sounds best when played solo?
9. What instrument is the hardest to play?
10. What instrument is the easiest to play?
11. What musical instrument would you like to learn to play?

Activity 3
Put the instruments form activity 2 into groups. Do you know any other instruments from these groups?

Activity 4
Discuss the questions with your partner.

Activity 5
Match the  unusual instruments with their descriptions. Which of these instruments would you like to 
try playing?

String

Zadar Sea organ Glass harmonica Thoramin Singing Ringing 
tree Pyrophone

Percussion Woodwind Brass



1. _________________________________
This instrument requires no touch to be played, instead one produces sound by moving their
hands in proximity to two “antennas”. Invented in 1920 by a Russian physicist , it was originally
intended for use in classical music. It never caught on as an orchestral instrument, although its
popularity got a boost in 1994 when the film featuring this instrument was released.

2. ____________________________
Located in Luray Caverns in the United States, this instrument strikes stalactites tuned to vari-
ous pitches with rubber mallets. In order to find these perfect pitches, the inventor, mathemati-
cian and electronics scientist Leland W. Sprinkle, tested and shaved the stalactites in this cavern
and wired them to the central keyboard. The entire process took three years, and the instru-
ment stretches across 14,000 square metres!

3. __________________________
As the name suggest, this instrument produces sound using water . It provides a sensory expe-
rience as music is played by covering different water jets to produce different pitches. You can
think of this instrument as a hybrid, an underwater flute meets a pipe organ.

4. _______________________________
Invented by a physicist Benjamin Franklin, this instruments uses the same principle as playing
wine glasses, but turns it on its side. A series of glass bowls rotates while the player simply
touches the bowls with wet fingers to create the desired notes. Because of its unique design,
multiple notes can be played at once creating some hauntingly beautiful sounds. It was quite
popular in its day, in fact, some of the great composers such as Mozart and Beethoven
arranged pieces to include this instrument, but sadly its popularity has dwindled over time.

5. ________________________
This instrument, which consists of 5.5 meters of tubing, sounds much like a fog horn, and is
super rare. There are only 4 in the entire world!

6. ________________
This instrument is built under marble stairs in Zadar, Croatia, and is a musical experiment. The
sea plays it. As waves crash over a series of tubes, harmonious sounds are created and echo
over the steps.

7. _______________________
This work of art is constructed from varying lengths of pipe. As the winds pass over the pipes, it
creates an eerie sound. The original instrument towers 3 metres over the East Lancashire land-
scape in England.

8. _________________
This instrument is powered by gasoline and propane; he sound are produced by combustion
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Double
contrabass flute Hydrolauphone Theremin The Great 

Stalacpipe Organ
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Activity 6
Read the text again and answer the questions:

Activity 7
Watch the video about The Vegetable Orchestra and answer the questions.

Would you like to go to their concert?

Activity 8
In groups discuss and design your own musical instrument. Consider the following:

and explosion. In order to be played, at least some part of it needs to be on fire. Talk about a 
true rockstar instrument!

9. _______________________________
This instrument actually plays music with lightning. It’s essentially a plasma speaker that works
by modulating the spark output of a Tesla coil, creating a shocking effect. This instrument easily
wins in the categories of best name and most terrifying listening experience.

 Adapted from “Our Top 10 Favourite Weird Musical Instruments” 

1. Which instruments were invented by physicists?
2. Which instrument was meant for classical music?
3. Which instrument was featured in a film?
4. Which instruments are played by forces of nature?
5. Which instrument received the attention of famous composers?

1. What do people often think about this orchestra?
2. What do the members of the vegetable orchestra
do at the market?
3. What three kinds of vegetable instruments are
there?
4. What does the orchestra usually do after shopping?
5. What do they do with the vegetables after the
concert?
6. How do people feel about vegetables after this
concert?

- Will it be brass, percussion, woodwind or string?
- Will this instrument be played by a person or nature?
- Is it a solo or orchestra instrument?
- What kind of music could you play on it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xM1EjIDLMLY&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xM1EjIDLMLY&t=37s
https://www.google.com.ua/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjM9_CQ3-viAhWRposKHa-0ChAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DxM1EjIDLMLY&psig=AOvVaw0-Im33XZ7PxKT3fDLSWAmQ&ust=1560696877282072
https://www.catawiki.com/stories/4317-our-top-10-favourite-weird-musical-instruments

